Stick

With Ebnat, you have a unique
range of products.

With Ebnat, you are a representative
of natural quality.

Its versatility enables you to differentiate yourself

With Dental Sticks that are made of birch

from your competitors. Whether it’s individual

and beech wood, Ebnat Switzerland is

sticks in a practical plastic box or a set of scented

committed to being certified according to

stick combs in a cardboard envelope, they are

FSC®. FSC® is the only wood label that is

always suitable for transport and they always

valid at international level. It guarantees

bear your label. Please note that we offer a

near-natural and socially compatible forest

variety of combination options, as follows:

management. The controlled use of wood
that is oriented to sustainability is based
on long-term return on investment. That is
why it is not only the producers, the companies
that refine the wood and the consumers who

1 piece

25 pieces

38 pieces

50 pieces

benefit from it, but also the local population
and nature.
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Ebnat products have Swiss quality.
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superb quality and fulfil the requirement

*

of staying close to the market and thus to
the consumer by constantly developing
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As a producer in Switzerland, we represent

our products further as well as generating
innovative ideas. In return for the consumer’s
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trust, we undertake to conduct development,
production and sales throughout our company
according to the ISO 9001 quality standard
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and to handle resources in a future-oriented
manner in accordance with the 14001 standard.
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competent and easily adaptable

Dental

dental

* Packaging on request
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quality and its versatility. Depending on their type, the
Dental Sticks are manufactured in FSC®-certified beech or
birch wood on state-of-the-art production systems. The
forms of the products that have already been optimised
are constantly being complemented by new types.
The Sticks can be produced as combs or individually or
in raw or scented form, depending on your requirements.
With Dental Sticks, Ebnat is setting new standards in
interdental care.

SWISS
MADE
we only used FSC®-certified
birch and beech wood

different cutting forms present no problems at all,
because we manufacture Dental Sticks ourselves

variable and user-friendly

The Dental Sticks line from Ebnat is characterised by its

mature and environmentally responsible

progressive and optimised

With Ebnat, you revitalise your
range of interdental products.

we supply the ideal packaging
for every kind of use

we offer three strengths for specific cleaning

an extra-short stub reduces splice formation

on request, we will give your Dental Sticks
a scent, in the desired aroma strength

